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David Sadler/CO/FDOT 

05/09/2005 07:27 AM
To FDOT-DCE

cc

Ananth Prasad/CO/FDOT@FDOT, Stefanie 
Maxwell/CO/FDOT@FDOT, bburleson@ftba.com, Zac 
Wiginton/CO/FDOT@FDOT, Cheryl 
Adams/CO/FDOT@FDOT

bcc

Subject Motorist Awareness System - DCE Memo 06-05

In March of this year, DCE Memo 06-05, USE OF MOTORIST AWARENESS SYSTEM (MAS), 
was issued to provide guidance in the use of the MAS.  In that memorandum, prices for 
compensation to the Contractor were quoted as follows:

"On active construction contracts , the Department will compensate the Contractor for the  
following items.

Portable Regulatory Signs  (PRS) - 2 ED (each day) for each lane closure  - $40.00 ED
Radar Speed Display Units  (RSDU) - 2 ED (each day) for each lane closure  - $35.00 ED
Portable Changeable Message Signs  (CMS) - 1 ED (each day) for each lane closure  - 
$45.00 ED"

The prices quoted in memo 06-05 were for furnishing the units and did not include allowable markups.  
Additionally, there may be costs associated with the set up and take down of these devices that should
be considered.

If  you have any questions about this, please contact Stefanie Maxwell at 850-414-4314 or by email

David A. Sadler, P.E.
Construction Engineer
(850)414-5203,  SC 994-5203
Lotus Notes FAX (850)412-8021
Fax Machine (850)414-4874, SC 994-4874
userid: cn982da       email: david.sadler@dot.state.fl.us



Ananth Prasad/CO/FDOT 

07/11/2005 10:59 AM

To Ananth Prasad/CO/FDOT, Brian M 
McKishnie/D7/FDOT@FDOT, David 
Sadler/CO/FDOT@FDOT, Frank O'Dea/D5/FDOT@FDOT, 

cc Stefanie Maxwell/CO/FDOT@FDOT, BBurleson@ftba.com, 
Zac Wiginton/CO/FDOT@FDOT

bcc

Subject Motorist Awareness System Implementation - Follow-up to 
DCE Memo 06-05

As a follow-up to the DCE Memo No. 06-05, we have contacted MPH and Wanco on the supply of 
the devices required by the MAS and have been assured that they are working diligently to meet 
the demand.  Unfortunately, there have been some uncertainty on the part of the suppliers 
coupled with a few of the subcontractors waiting till the last moment to put in their orders.  Any 
technical issues relating to these devices have been worked out with MPH and Wanco.  

The only other issue pending is a minimum usage on a project for these devices to break even on 
the investment.  We are still discussing this issue with Industry and will let you all know of the 
resolution.  Initial review of the numbers indicate that this will not be an issue on vast majority of 
our contracts.

To that end, for contracts on which we have an agreement (either a SA or a Unilateral) with the 
Contractor and the Contractor has in his possession these devices, please start using these 
devices this week and compensate the Contractor for such use.  Please ensure that we have 
aggressive enforcement at the onset of this system.

For all other contracts that meet the criteria mentioned in the DCE Memo, the Department shall 
expect this system to be in place and functioning no later than August 8, 2005.  There will be no 
exceptions.  Both MPH and Wanco have indicated that they should be able to meet this new 
deadline.

On August 8, 2005, for contracts that meet the criteria for use of MAS but do not have MAS in 
place and functioning, the Contractor will be not be allowed to set-up lane closures on such 
contracts and the Contractors will be issued a Deficiency Letter in Category 3 - Proper MOT and 
Minimize Impacts to Travelling Public.  There may be further implications on the CPPR as a result 
of not meeting this deadline. 

It is important that folks do not procrastinate the implementation any more than what we may 
have already done.  The Department plans to launch a major Public Information Campaign on this 
subject and it is important, for the credibility of the Department and the Industry, that the work 
zones that meet criteria are appropriately signed.

If you have any questions, please feel free to call me.

Thanks - Ananth

Ananth Prasad, P.E.,
Director, Office of Construction
(850)-414-4140, sc 994-4140
Fax (850)-412-8021
ananth.prasad@dot.state.fl.us


